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Adult Fiction
A minute to midnight by David Baldacci.
FBI Agent Atlee Pine returns to her Georgia hometown to investigate her twin sister's abduction, only to encounter a serial killer in this page-turning thriller from the
#1 New York Times bestselling author. FBI Agent Atlee Pine's life was never the same after her twin sister Mercy was kidnapped--and likely killed--thirty years ago.
After a lifetime of torturous uncertainty, Atlee's unresolved anger finally gets the better of her on the job, and she finds she has to deal with the demons of her past if she
wants to remain with the FBI. Atlee and her assistant Carol Blum head back to Atlee's rural hometown in Georgia to see what t hey can uncover about the traumatic
night Mercy was taken and Pine was almost killed. But soon after Atlee begins her investigation, a local woman is found ritua listically murdered, her face covered with
a wedding veil--and the first killing is quickly followed by a second bizarre murder. Atlee is determined to continue her search for answers, but now she must also set
her sights on finding a potential serial killer before another victim is claimed. But in a small town full of secrets --some of which could answer the questions that have
plagued Atlee her entire life--digging deeper into the past could be more dangerous than she realizes . . .
What happens in paradise : a novel by Elin Hilderbrand.
A year ago, Irene Steele had the shock of her life: her loving husband, father to their grown sons and successful businessman, was killed in a helicopter crash. But that
wasn't Irene's only shattering news: he'd also been leading a double life on the island of St. John, where another woman loved him, too. Now Irene and her sons are back
on St. John, determined to learn the truth about the mysterious life -- and death -- of a man they thought they knew. Along the way, they're about to learn some
surprising truths about their own lives, and their futures. Lush with the tropical details, romance, and drama that made Winter in Paradise a national bestseller, What
Happens in Paradise is another immensely satisfying page-turner from one of America's most beloved and engaging storytellers.
The world that we knew : a novel by Alice Hoffman
In Berlin, at the time when the world changed, Hanni Kohn knows she must send her twelve-year-old daughter away to save her from the Nazi regime. She finds her
way to a renowned rabbi, but it's his daughter, Ettie, who offers hope of salvation when she creates a mystical Jewish creature, a rare and unusual golem, who is sworn
to protect Lea. Once Ava is brought to life, she and Lea and Ettie become eternally entwined, their paths fated to cross, the ir fortunes linked. Lea and Ava travel from
Paris, where Lea meets her soulmate, to a convent in western France known for its silver roses; from a school in a mountaintop village where three thousand Jews were
saved. Meanwhile, Ettie is in hiding, waiting to become the fighter she's destined to be. What does it mean to lose your mother? How much can one person sacrifice for
love? In a world where evil can be found at every turn, we meet remarkable characters that take us on a stunning journey of l oss and resistance, the fantastical and the
mortal, in a place where all roads lead past the Angel of Death and love is never ending.

Adult Non-Fiction
Fifteen spirituals that will change your life by Henry L. Carrigan, Jr
This inspiring book is part memoir (Carrigan is both musician and music journalist), part tour of gospel music hits and artists, and part a quick history of forgotten parts
of America. Music touches people's hearts in deep and enduring ways that words often fail to do. We all remember the time and place where we first heard certain lifechanging songs. Carrigan explores fifteen Gospel songs with enduring power: each chapter includes a brief history of the song, its setting, composer and lyrics, and
illustrates its themes of comfort, healing, community, hope, and love. Includes spirituals from Amazing Grace and Precious Lord, Take My Hand to Steal Away to
Jesus and I'll Fly Away. Each chapter explores brief history of the song, its setting and composer, examining key lyrics, illustrating ways it expresses themes of comfort,
healing, community, hope, and love. Fifteen Spirituals encourages readers to listen to favorite, or unfamiliar, Gospel songs to discover their transforming power.
Rising water : the story of the Thai cave rescue by Marc Aronson.
On June 23, 2018, twelve members of the Wild Boars soccer team and their coach were exploring the Tham Luang cave complex in northern Thailand when disaster
struck. A rainy season downpour flooded the tunnels, trapping them as they took shelter on a shelf of the dark cave. Eight da ys of searching yielded no signs of life, but
on July 2 they were discovered by two British divers. The boys and their coach were eventually rescued in an international operation that took three days. What could
have been a terrible tragedy became an amazing story of survival. Award-winning author Marc Aronson brings us the backstory behind how this astounding rescue took
place. Rising Water highlights the creative thinking and technology that made a successful mission possible by examining the physical, environmental, and
psychological factors surrounding the rescue. From the brave Thai Navy SEAL who lost his life while placing oxygen tanks along the passageways of t he cave, to the
British divers that ultimately swam the boys to safety, to the bravery of the boys and their coach, this is the breathtaking rescue that captivated the entire world

.
Easy/Juvenile/Young Adult/Graphic Novel
Bedtime for Baby Shark : doo doo doo doo doo doo art by John John Bajet.
Sing and dance along with Baby Shark as he gets ready for bed in this playful song and story -- the follow-up to the bestselling picture book! How does Baby Shark get
ready for bed? Brush your teeth! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Take a bath! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Read a book! Doo doo doo doo doo doo! Off to sleep! Sing, dance,
and read along to this brand-new bedtime song, featuring Baby Shark
Aru Shah and the song of death by Roshani Chokshi.
A New York Times Bestselling AuthorA Pandava Novel (Book 2)Bestselling author Rick Riordan presents bestselling author Roshani Chokshi and her sequel to Aru
Shah and the End of Time. Aru is only just getting the hang of this whole Pandava thing when the Otherworld goes into full panic mode. The god of love's bow and
arrow have gone missing, and the thief isn't playing Cupid. Instead, they're turning people into heartless fighting-machine zombies. If that weren't bad enough,
somehow Aru gets framed as the thief. If she doesn't find the arrow by the next full moon, she'll be kicked out of the Otherw orld. For good. But, for better or worse, she
won't be going it alone. Along with her soul-sister, Mini, Aru will team up with Brynne, an ultra-strong girl who knows more than she lets on, and Aiden, the boy who
lives across the street and is also hiding plenty of secrets. Together they'll battle demons, travel through a glittering and dangerous serpent realm, and discover that their
enemy isn't at all who they expected.

January 13, 2020
Adult Fiction
Red metal by Mark Greaney and Lieutenant Colonel Hunter Ripley Rawlings IV, USMC.
A desperate Kremlin takes advantage of a military crisis in Asia to simultaneously strike into Western Europe and invade east Africa in a bid to occupy three Rare Earth
mineral mines that will give Russia unprecedented control for generations over the world's hi-tech sector. Pitted against the Russians are a Marine lieutenant colonel

pulled out of a cushy job at the Pentagon and thrown into the fray in Africa, a French Special Forces captain and his intelli gence operative father, a young Polish female
partisan fighter, an A-10 Warthog pilot, and the commander of an American tank platoon who, along with his German counterpart, fight from behind enemy lines in
Germany all the way into Russia. From a daring MiG attack on American satellites, through land and air battles in all theater s, naval battles in the Arabian sea, and
small unit fighting down to the hand-to-hand level in the jungle, Russia's forces battle to either take the mines or detonate a nuclear device to prevent the West fr om
exploiting them.
Finding father Christmas & engaging father Christmas by Robin Jones Gunn.
In FINDING FATHER CHRISTMAS, Miranda Carson's search for her father leads her unexpectedly to London with only a few feeble clues as to who he might be.
Immediately welcomed into a family that doesn't recognize her, and whom she's quickly coming to love, she faces a terrible decision. Should she reveal her true identity
and destroy their idyllic image of her father? Or should she carry the truth home with her to San Francisco and remain alone in this world? Whatever choice she makes
during this London Christmas will forever change the future for both herself and the family she can't bear to leave. In ENGAG ING FATHER CHRISTMAS Miranda
Carson can't wait to return to England for Christmas and to be with her boyfriend, Ian. She has spent a lifetime yearning for a place to call home, and she's sure Carlton
Heath will be it, especially when a hinted-at engagement ring slips into the conversation. But Miranda's high hopes for a jolly Christmas with the small circle of peopl e
she has come to love are toppled when Ian's father is hospitalized and the matriarch of the Whitcombe family withholds her blessing from Miranda. Questions run
rampant in Miranda's mind about whether she really belongs in this cheery corner of the world. Then, when her true identity threatens all her relationships in
unanticipated ways, Miranda is certain all is lost. And yet . . . maybe Father Christmas has special gifts in store for her a fter all.
Murder in the reading room : a book retreat mystery by Ellery Adams.
"Jane's boyfriend is missing, and she thinks she may find him at North Carolina's historic Biltmore Estate. Officially, she's there to learn about luxury hotel
management, but she's also prowling around the breathtaking buildings and grounds looking for secret passageways and clues. One of the staff gardeners promises to be
helpful . . . that is, until his body turns up in the reading room of his cottage, a book on his lap.When she finally locates the kidnapped Edwin, his captor insists that she
lead him back to Storyton Hall, convinced that it houses Ernest Hemingway's lost suitcase, stolen from a Paris train station in 1922. But before they can turn up the
treasure, the bell may toll for another victim . . ."--Publisher description.

Adult Non-Fiction
Skoolie! : how to convert a school bus or van into a tiny home or recreational vehicle by Will Sutherland
School buses that have been converted into mobile living spaces -- known as skoolies -- are a natural extension of the tiny house craze. Buses are not only easier and
safer to drive than an RV, they provide a jump-start on the conversion process with frame, roof, and floor already in place. Experienced builder Will Sutherland, whose
creative school bus conversions have been featured in Road and Track and Popular Mechanics, is behind the wheel of this alluring look at life on the road. In addition
to profiles of eight fellow skoolie fans and stunning photos of bus interiors designed for simple living, Skoolie! does what no other book on the subject has -- it offers a
complete, step-by-step guide to the conversion process, from seat removal to planning layout and installing insulation, flooring, and furnishings that meet your needs.
Black & Decker the book of home how-to : complete photo guide to home repair : wiring, plumbing, floors, walls, windows & doors by the editors of Cool Spring
Press
BLACK+DECKER(tm) Home How-To Home Repair provides rich, color step-by-step photos and instruction for over 50 of the most common household repairs,
including wiring and plumbing, all current with the latest 2019-2020 codes--presented in a new, user-friendly design for today's homeowners. For more than 30 years,
BLACK+DECKER(tm) has been the leading brand in home improvement books. BLACK+DECKER(tm) Home How-To Home Repair still features the clear, step-bystep photography that this family of books is known for, but the design and pages have been completely updated to be more open and make sense with how
homeowners--and first-time homeowners, in particular--seek information today. Along with wiring and plumbing fixes, you will find how-to guidance for other
common repairs to walls, floors, ceilings, windows, and doors.

Easy/Juvenile/Young Adult/Graphic Novel
Darwen Arkwright and the Peregrine Pact written by A.J. Hartley ; illustrated by Emily Osborne.
Eleven-year-old Darwen Arkwright has spent his whole life in a tiny town in England. So when he is forced to move to Atlanta, Georgia, to live with his aunt, he knows
things will be different-but what he finds there is beyond even his wildest imaginings! Darwen discovers an enchanting world through the old mirror hanging in his
closet-a world that holds as many dangers as it does wonders. Scrobblers on motorbikes with nets big enough to fit a human boy. Gnas hers with no eyes, but monstrous
mouths full of teeth. Flittercrakes with bat-like bodies and the faces of men. Along with his new friends Rich and Alexandra, Darwen becomes entangled in an
adventure and a mystery that involves the safety of his entire school. They soo n realize that the creatures are after something in our world-something that only human
children possess.
Never feed a yeti spaghetti illustrated by Kali Stileman.
You should never feed a yeti spaghetti, offer a llama a banana, or give a cheetah a fajita! Find out why in this hilarious rhyming book. Each animal has a giant open
mouths and big, felt teeth, so children can reach through the holes to mimic feeding them! This tactile book offers plenty for young children to enjoy, helping to
promote an early love of reading! - Amazon

January 20, 2020
Adult Fiction
The testaments by Margaret Atwood.
In this sequel to The Handmaid's Tale, acclaimed author Margaret Atwood answers the questions that have tantalized readers for decades. When the van door slammed
on Offred's future at the end of The Handmaid's Tale, readers had no way of telling what lay ahead for her - freedom, prison or death. With The Testaments, the wait is
over. Margaret Atwood's sequel picks up the story fifteen years after Offred stepped into the unknown, with the explosive testaments of three female narrators from
Gilead."Dear Readers: Everything you've ever asked me about Gilead and its inner workings is the inspiration for this book. W ell, almost everything! The other
inspiration is the world we've been living in."
Lights on the mountain : a novel by Cheryl Anne Tuggle.
Barely old enough to vote when he loses his parents in an accident and inherits the family farm, Jess Hazel struggles to find meaning in the life he has always loved.
Unable to shake the memory of a strange light he has seen hovering on the mountain peak above his valley home, he embarks on a pil grimage, a halting inner odyssey
riddled with fits and false starts. Like the creek which cuts through the Allegheny foothills of its Western Pennsylvania setting, hope runs through every chapter of this
novel. The beauty of the story lies in the unlikely people Jess encounters along the way, transmitters of a grace which at fi rst hounds, then quietly eludes. Through
events both tragic and joyous, Jess is led on a journey of self-discovery through ancestral sin, unexpected love, loss, holiness, compassion, forgiveness and redemption.

Stay up with Hugo Best : a novel by Erin Somers.
"June Bloom is a broke, cynical twenty-nine-year-old writers' assistant on the late-night comedy show, Stay Up with Hugo Best. Hugo Best is in his sixties, a beloved
icon of TV and humor, and a notorious womanizer. After he unexpectedly retires and a party is held for his now unemployed staff, June ends up at a dive bar for an
open-mic night and prepares for the sad return to the anonymous comedian lifestyle. What she's not prepared for is a run-in with Hugo at that dive bar. Nor for the
invitation that swiftly follows: Hugo asks June to come to his mansion in Greenwich for the long Memorial Day weekend. "No funny business," he insists. June, in need
of a job and money, confident she can handle herself, but secretly harboring the remains of a childhood crush on the charming older comedian and former role model,
accepts. The exact terms of the visit are never spelled out, but June is realistic and clear-eyed enough to guess. Even so, as the weekend unfolds and the enigmatic Hugo
gradually reveals himself, their dynamic proves to be much more complicated and less predictable than she expected."—Amazon

Adult Non-Fiction
The keto guido cookbook : delicious recipes to get healthy and look great by Vinny Guadagnino
You can change your diet (and your life) with Jersey Shore star and ketogenic diet aficionado, Vinny Guadagnino. Growing up in a big Italian family didn't naturally
lend itself to a carb-free lifestyle--so when Vinny started the ketogenic diet, the transformation in his body amazed him. He realized that eating keto was both healthy
and sustainable, and he had never felt better. To share his passion for this way of eating, Vinny created the moniker "keto guido," and started posti ng his recipes online.
Vinny's fans began asking when he would publish a book of recipes that would show them how to get started, and The Keto Guido Cookbook was born. Packed with
over 100 recipes--plus a convenient 7-day ketogenic diet meal plan--The Keto Guido Cookbook shows you that a good diet can be easy, healthy, and great tasting.
Peppered throughout with Vinny's personal stories, as well as a scientific breakdown from Ketogenic Diet Expert and Wellness Coach, Karissa Long, this cookbook
will help you eat well, feel amazing, and look stunning.
Career errors : straight talk about the steps and missteps of career development by / Frank Burtnett
Career Errors: Straight Talk about the Steps and Missteps of Career Development examines the career development encounters that people experience across their lifespan. The book begins with a comprehensive examination of the career development process and why these eight phases must be understood in order for career
satisfaction and success to be achieved. This analysis is followed by a meticulous treatment of 27 things active members of t he workforce "do wrong" or "don't do" in
pursuit of their career ambitions. Conducting an effective job search, dealing with job loss or termination, and how best to prosper in the workplace, are among the
subjects included. Throughout the book, the author sets life-work balance as a paramount goal and outlines strategies about how this illusive objective can be achieved.
Career Errors is the next best thing to having a professional career counselor or recruiter in the room. While written for the individual experiencing the various life and
work activities, this book is also of significant value to counselors, search and staffing professionals, educators, and others playing important roles in these transitions. -Provided by publisher

Easy/Juvenile/Young Adult/Graphic Novel
No judgments : a novel by Meg Cabot
The storm of the century is about to hit Little Bridge Island, Florida--and it's sending waves crashing through Sabrina "Bree" Beckham's love life...
When a massive hurricane severs all power and cell service to Little Bridge Island--as well as its connection to the mainland--twenty-five-year-old Bree Beckham isn't
worried . . . at first. She's already escaped one storm--her emotionally abusive ex--so a hurricane seems like it will be a piece of cake. But animal-loving Bree does
become alarmed when she realizes how many islanders have been cut off from their beloved pets. Now it's up to her to save as many of Little Bridge's cats and dogs as
she can . . . but to do so, she's going to need help--help she has no choice but to accept from her boss's sexy nephew, Drew Hartwell, the Mermaid Café's most notorious
heartbreaker. But when Bree starts falling for Drew, just as Little Bridge's power is restored and her penitent ex shows up, she has to ask herself if her island fling was
only a result of the stormy weather, or if it could last during clear skies too

Sunny rolls the dice by Jennifer L. Holm & Matthew Holm ; with color by Lark Pien.
Too cool for school . . . or the least groovy girl in the grade? Sunny's just made it to middle school . . . and it's maki ng her life very confusing. All her best friend Deb
wants to talk about is fashion, boys, makeup, boys, and being cool. Sunny’s much more comfortable when she's in her basement, playing Dungeons & Dragons with a
bunch of new friends. Because when you're swordfighting and spider-slaying, it's hard to worry about whether you look cool or not. Especially when it's your turn to
roll the 20-sided die. Trying hard to be cool can make you feel really uncool . . . and it's much more fun to just have fun. Sunny's going to find her groove and her own
kind of groovy, with plenty of laughs along the way

January 27, 2020
Adult Fiction
A dangerous man by Robert Crais.
Joe Pike didn't expect to rescue a woman that day. He went to the bank same as anyone goes to the bank, and returned to his Jeep. So when Isabel Roland, the lonely
young teller who helped him, steps out of the bank on her way to lunch, Joe is on hand when two men abduct her. Joe chases them down, and the two men are arrested.
But instead of putting the drama to bed, the arrests are only the beginning of the trouble for Joe and Izzy. After posting bail, the two abductors are murdered and Izzy
disappears. Pike calls on his friend, Elvis Cole, to help learn the truth. What Elvis uncovers is a twisted family story that involves corporate whistleblowing, huge
amounts of cash, the Witness Relocation Program, and a long line of lies. But what of all that did Izzy know? Is she a perpetrator or a victim? And how far will Joe go
to find out?
To the land of long lost friends by Alexander McCall Smith
"In the latest book in the widely beloved No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency series, Precious Ramotswe takes on a case for a chil dhood acquaintance but her inquiries will
require an even more delicate touch than usual. Mma Ramotswe reconnects with an old friend who has been having problems with her daughter. Though Precious feels
compelled to lend a hand, she discovers that getting involved in family affairs is always a delicate proposion. Mr. J.L.B. Ma tekoni finds himself embroiled in familial
drama as well, when one of his clients asks for help evicting an unwanted houseguest who turns out to be the man's own brothe r. Elsewhere, Charlie and Fanwell are
also involved in tricky matters of the heart, as Queenie-Queenie, Charlie's girlfriend, seems to have transferred her affections to Fanwell. It's up to Mma Makutsi to set
things right, but she may be be too distracted by her nemesis Violet Sephotho, who has somehow been appointed to the board of a charity. What is Violet up to now? As
all of these mysteries are unraveled, Mma Ramotswe and the entire No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency will be reminded of the value of tried-and-true wisdom--never
judge a book by its cover"-- Provided by publisher.
Mumbo gumbo murder by Laura Childs with Terrie Farley Moran.
"It's Jazz Fest in New Orleans, and the giant puppets from the Beastmaster Puppet Theatre are parading through the French Qua rter. Some are very spooky and veiled,
others are tall and gangly, like strange aliens. As the parade proceeds, Carmela Bertrand and her best friend, Ava, follow behind, down Royal Street and past the food
booths. Suddenly, they hear a terrible crash from Devon Dowling's antiques shop. They rush inside to find Devon collapsed with blood streaming down the side of his

face. Has he been shot? Stabbed? 911 is hastily called, and the police and EMTs show up. After the police examine Devon's body, they tell Carmela and Ava that their
friend was murdered with an icepick. They're shocked beyond belief - and now Mimi, Devon's little pug, is left homeless. Carmela and Ava are determined to catch the
murderer, but the list of suspects is long. How long do they have before they find themselves on the killer's list?"-- Provided by publisher

Adult Non-Fiction
Nolo's guide to single-member LLCs : how to form and run your single-member limited liability company by Attorney David M. Steingold.
Updated to include information on the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, including the 20% pass-through deduction available to SMLLC owners. Single-member LLCs are the
new business entity of choice for small businesses with one owner. Easy to form and operate, Single Member LLCs combine some of the most desirable features of
older, more traditional business structures like corporations, partnerships, a nd sole proprietorships. With a Single Member LLC, you get personal liability protection,
pass-through taxation, and flexibility of management. This book provides an overview of everything you need to know about Single Member LLCs, including: what
forms and documents you need to create an SMLLC, how to initially fund an SMLLC, what your options are for managing an SMLLC, how to prepare taxes for an
SMLLC, what kinds of records you need to maintain for your SMLLC, and liability issues specific to SMLLCs. Nolo's Guide to Single-Member LLCs has all the
essential information you need to decide whether an SMLLC is the right choice for your business. The book includes a sample operating agreement and written consent
forms as well as tips and examples throughout to help clarify the most important points
Gentleman Jack : the real Anne Lister by Anne Choma
The official companion book to the HBO series Gentleman Jack created by Sally Wainwright and starring Suranne Jones. In 1834, Anne Lister made history by
celebrating and recording the first ever known marriage to another woman. This is her remarkable, true story. Anne Lister was extraordinary. Fearless, charismatic and
determined to explore her lesbian sexuality, she forged her own path in a society that had no language to define her. She was a landowner, an industrialist and a prolific
diarist, whose output has secured her legacy as one of the most fascinating figures of the 19th century. Gentleman Jack: The Real Anne Lister follows Anne from her
crumbling ancestral home in Yorkshire to the glittering courts of Denmark as she resolves to put past heartbreak behind her and find herself a wi fe. This biographical
portrait introduces the real Gentleman Jack, featuring unpublished journal extracts decrypted for the first time by series creator Sally Wainwright and historian Anne
Choma. "Anne Choma's Gentleman Jack is not just a tie-in to the TV series, but a probing and page-turning study of legendary diarist Anne Lister, full of original
insights and freshly decoded material from the 1830s period of Lister's hunt for a wife." -Emma Donoghue, New York Times bestselling author of Room

.
Easy/Juvenile/Young Adult/Graphic Novel
Moana's new friend adapted by Jennifer Liberts ; illustrated by the Disney Storybook Art Team.
When Moana and Pua make friends with a sea turtle, they soon realize that she is about to have baby turtles--and they need help! Join Moana and her friends in this Step
2 Step into Reading leveled reader with over 30 stickers. This is perfect for children ages 4 to 6 who are just learning to read on their own. Step 2 Readers use basic
vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories. For children who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help. Disney Moana is the story of a
sea-faring princess who loves exploration and adventure and isn't afraid to do what it takes to protect her island home.
The Little Women cookbook : tempting recipes from the March sisters and their friends and family by Wini Moranville ; with quotations from Louisa May Alcott.
"Experience the exciting and heartwarming world of the March sisters and Little Women right in your own kitchen. Here at last is the first cookbook to celebrate the
scrumptious and comforting foods that play a prominent role in Louisa May Alcott's classic novel Little Women. If your family includes a Little Women fan, or if you
yourself are one, with this book you can keep the magic and wonder of the beloved tale alive for years to come. Do you wonder what makes the characters so excited to
make -- and eat! -- sweets and desserts like the exotically named Blancmange or the mysterious Bonbons with Mottoes, along with favorites like Apple Turnovers,
Plum Pudding, and Gingerbread Cake? Find out for yourself with over 50 easy-to-make recipes for these delectable treats and more, all updated for the modern kitchen.
Featuring full-color photos, evocative illustrations, fun and uplifting quotes from the novel, and anecdotes about Louisa May Alcott, this i s a book that any Little
Women fan will love to have"-- Provided by publisher.
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